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Abstract: In this article, the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets and some of their properties are discussed. Some results are proved. 
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1. Introduction 
 

To solve complex problems in economy, engineering, 

environmental science and social science, the methods in 

classical mathematics may not be successfully modeled 

because of various types of uncertainties. There are some 

mathematical theories for dealing with uncertainties such as; 

fuzzy set theory, soft set theory, fuzzy soft set theory and so 

on.  

 

In many complicated problems arising in the fields of 

engineering, social science, economics, medical science etc 

involving uncertainties, classical methods are found to be 

inadequate in recent times. Molodtsov initiated soft set 

theory [12] as a new mathematical tool for dealing with 

uncertainties. In recent times, researchers have contributed a 

lot towards fuzzification of soft set theory.  

 

Zadeh[13] introduced fuzzy set theory to represent 

uncertainty and vagueness mathematically with formalized 

logical tools for dealing with the imprecision inherent in 

many real world problems. . In fuzzy set theory, the 

membership of an element to a fuzzy set is a single value 

between zero and one. However in reality, it may not always 

be true that the degree of non-membership of an element in a 

fuzzy set is equal to 1 minus the membership degree because 

there may be some hesitation degree Again Atanassov[1] 

generalised the fuzzy set by defining the intuitionistic fuzzy 

to many situations where fuzzy set theory  cannot be suitably 

applied but intuitionistic fuzzy set theory can be used for a 

fair analysis. Maji et al.[7,8,9] have further studied the 

theory of soft sets introduced by Molodtsov[12]and 

introduced the concept of fuzzy soft sets and intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft sets[4].  

 

In this paper, we first present the basic definitions of soft 

sets, fuzzy sets ,fuzzy soft sets , Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set, 

Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set that are useful for subsequent 

discussions and study their related properties. 

 

Throughout this work, U refers to the initial universe, P(U) is 

the power set of U, E is a set of  parameters and A E . S(U) 

denotes the set of all soft sets over U. 

 

2. Preliminaries 
 

In this section, we have presented the basic definition related 

to fuzzy sets, soft sets, and fuzzy soft sets which would be 

used in the sequel. 

 

Definition 2.1.  Soft set  

Suppose that U is an initial universe set and E is a set of 

parameters, let P(U) denotes the power set of U .A pair (F,E) 

is called a soft set over U where F is a mapping given by 

F: E→ P(U) . 

 

Clearly, a soft set is a mapping from parameters to P(U), and 

it is not a set, but a parameterized family of subsets of the 

Universe. 

 

Definition 2.2. Fuzzy soft set  

Let U be an initial Universe set and E be the set of 

parameters. Let A  E. A pair (F, A) is called fuzzy soft set 

(FSS) over U where F is a mapping given by F: A→IU, 

where IU  denotes the collection of all fuzzy subsets of  U.  

 

 Definition  2.3. Fuzzy soft class 

Let U be an initial Universe set and E be the set of attributes. 

Then the pair (U,E) denotes the  collection of all fuzzy soft 

sets on U with attributes from E and is called a fuzzy soft 

class. 

 

3. Some Results of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Sets 
 

In this section, we presented the basic concepts of 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set theory which are useful for 

subsequent discussions, and then we discuss basic algebraic 

structures of intuitionistic fuzzy soft set and discuss some 

related properties. 
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Let U be an initial universe, and E be the set of all possible 

parameters under consideration with respect to U. The set of 

all subsets of U, i.e. the power set of U is denoted by P(U) 

and the set of all Intuitionistic fuzzy subsets of U is denoted 

by IFU . Let A be a subset of E. 

 

Definition 3.1[10] 

An intuitionistic fuzzy set A over the universe U can be 

defined as follows  

A ={(x, A (x),A(x): xU} , 

where A(x) :U [0,1], A(x):U [0,1] with the property 0  

A (x) +A(x) 1 xU. The values A (x) and A(x) 

represent the degree of membership and non-membership of 

x to A respectively. A (x) = 1- (A (x) +A(x)) is called the 

intuitionistic fuzzy index. 

 

Definition 3.2 [10] 

An intuitionistic fuzzy set A over the universe U defined as A 

={(x, ,0,1): xU} is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy null set 

and is denoted by 0.  

 

Definition 3.3 [10] 

An intuitionistic fuzzy set A over the universe U defined as A 

={(x,1,0): xU} is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy absolute 

set and is denoted by 1. 

 

Definition 3.4 [11] 

Let A ={(x, A (x),A(x): xU} be an intuitionistic fuzzy set 

over the universe U, where A(x) :U [0,1], A(x):U [0,1] 

with the property 0  A (x) +A(x)  1 xU Complement 

of A is denoted by Ac and defined as the intuitionistic fuzzy 

set 

Ac ={(x,  A (x), A(x): xU}. 

 

Definition 3.5 [11] 

Let A ={(x, A (x),A(x): xU}, B ={(x, B (x),B(x): xU} 

be two intuitionistic fuzzy sets over the universe U, where 

A(x) :U [0,1], A(x):U [0,1] , B(x) :U [0,1], B(x):U 

[0,1] with the property 0  A (x) +A(x) , B (x) +B (x)  

1 ,xU .  

Union of A and B is defined as 

AB={x,max(A(x),B(x)),min(A(x), B(x))}  

and  

Intersection of A and B is defined as 

AB={x,min(A(x),B(x)),max(A (x),B(x))} 

 

Definition 3.6 [10] 

Let U be an initial universe set and E be the set of 

parameters. Let IFU denote the collection of all intuitionistic 

fuzzy subsets of U. Let A  E. A pair (F, A) is called an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over U where F is a mapping 

given by F : AIFU . 

 

Definition 3.7 [10] 

Union of two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) 

over (U, E) is an Intuitionistic fuzzy soft set (H, C), 

where C = A  B and    C, 

 
   

and is written as   (F,A) ~  (G,B) = (H,C) 

 

Definition 3.8 [11] 

Let (F, A) and (G, B) be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets 

over (U, E). Then intersection (F, A) and (G, B) is an 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set (H, C) , 

where C = A  B and    C,   

H() = F ()~ G().  

We write (F,A) ~  (G,B) = (H,C). 

 

Definition 3.9 [5] 

For two Intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) over 

(U, E), we say that (F, A) is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft 

subset of (G, B), if 

(i) A  B, 

(ii) For all   A , F ()  G().  

and is written as (F , A)  ( G, B). 

 

Definition 3.10  

The complement of an Intuitionistic fuzzy soft set (F, A) is 

denoted by (F, A) c and is defined by (F, A)c = (F c, A), 

where F c: A IFU is a mapping given by 

Fc ( ) = (F())c for all   A. Thus if  

F() = {(x,  F() (x), F() (x): xU}, then for all   A, 

Fc ( )=(F())c={(x,  F() (x), F() (x): xU} 

 

Basic results: 

[Addition]:  

(F:A)(G:B) ={(x,F()(x)+G() (x) - F()(x)    

                             G() (x),F() (x), G()(x)))}   

 

[Multiplication]:  

(F:A)  (G:B) ={(x, F()(x)  G()(x),F() (x)  

                         +  G()(x) -F() (x) G()(x)))}  

,

  

[Difference]:  

(F:A)-(G:B)={(x,min(F()(x),G()(x)),  

                        max(F()(x),G()(x)))},xU  

  

[Equality]:  

(F,A) = (G,B)    F()(x)  =  G()(x)  and  

          F() (x) =  G()(x) ,xU 

 

[Complement]:   

(F,A) c = {(x,  F() (x),  F()(x)), xU} 

 

[union]:   

(F,A)  (G,B) = {(x, max(F()(x),  G() (x)),     

                                    min(F() (x), G()(x))} 

 

[intersection]:   

(F:A)  (G:B) ={(x, min(F()(x),  G()(x)),   

                                  max (F() (x), G()(x))} 
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[Cartesian product]:  

(F:A)(G:B)={(x, F()(x)  G() (x)), 

                                F() (x) G()(x))} ,xU 

 

[ inclusion]:   

(F:A)  (G:B)  F()(x)   G()(x) and  

                          F() (x)    G()(x) ,xU 

  

Theorem: 3.11( union) 

Let (F:A),and (G:B) be any two intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets 

over (U:E), then Prove That (F:A)~ (G:B) = (G:B) ~ (F:A)  

  

Proof: 

(i) Let (F:A) ~  (G:B) = (H,C) where C = A  B and    

C, 

 

 

Again Let (G:B) ~  (F:A) = (H,C) where C = A  B and  

  C, 

                               

 

Hence    (F:A)~ (G:B) = (G:B) ~  (F:A) 

 

Theorem: 3.12(intersection) 
Let (F:A),and (G:B) be any two intuitionistic  fuzzy soft sets 

over (U:E), then Prove That (F:A) ~  (G:B) = (G:B) ~   

(F:A) 

 

Proof: 

Let (F:A) ~  (G:B) = (H,C) where C = A  B and    C, 

 

H() = F()   G() 

                ={x,min(F()(x),G()(x)), 

                                max(F()(x), G()(x))} 

  

Again Let (G: B) ~  (F:A) = (H,C)  

where C = A  B and    C, 

H() = G ()   F() 

        ={x, min(F()(x),  G() (x)), 

                   max (F() (x), G()(x))} 

 

Hence (F:A) ~  (G:B) = (G:B) ~  (F:A) 

 

Theorem: 3.13(difference) 
Let (F:A),and (G:B) be any two intuitionistic  fuzzy soft sets 

over (U:E), then Prove That 

(i) (F:A) - (G:B) = (F:A)  (G:B)c    

(ii) (F:A)-(G:B)=(G:B)-(F:A) iff  (F:A) = (G:B)  

(iii) (F:A) - (G:B) = (G:B)c  - (F:A) c   

Proof: 

(i)  Let F() = {(x,  F() (x), F() (x): xU}  

and  G() = {(x,  G() (x), G() (x): xU },  

then  

F()-G() = {(x, min(F()(x), G()(x)),  

                       max(F() (x),  G() (x)))} ,xU  

But  

    (G())c = {(x,  G() (x), G() (x): xU}  

 

F()   (G())c = {(x, min(F()(x), G()(x)),  

                         max(F()(x),  G()(x)))},xU 

Since     

F() G() = {x, min ( F()(x), G() (x)),  

                                 max (F() (x), G()(x))} 

 

  

(ii)F()-G()={(x,min(F()(x),G()(x)),  

                        max(F()(x),  G() (x)))} ,xU  

   if  F()  = G()   F()(x) =  G() (x) 

                                           and  

                                  F() (x) =  G()(x)   

From this it is certain that   

G()- F()  = F() - G()   

and the result follows. 

 

(iii)  F()-G()={(x, min(F()(x), G()(x)),   

                          max(F()(x),G()(x)))} ,xU 

w.k.t       

(F()) c = {(x, F() (x), F() (x): xU} and 

 (G()) c = {(x,  G() (x), G() (x): xU} 

 

(G())c - (F())c  = {(x,min( G()(x), F()(x)),       

                         max(G()(x),F()(x),))} ,xU 

   and the result is straight forward. 

 

Theorem :3.14(idempotent property) 

Let (F:A)  be  intuitionistic  fuzzy soft sets over (U:E), then 

Prove That   

(i) (F:A) ~  (F:A)  = (F:A)   

 (ii)   (F:A) ~  (F:A)  = (F:A)  . 

 

Proof 

(i) Let (F: A) ~  (F:A) =(F:A) where C= AA and    C, 

H() = F()   F() =  F()  

       = {x,min(F()(x), F()(x)), 

                           max(F()(x), F()(x))} 

       = {x,  F()(x),  F()(x)} : xU} 

       = F () 

Thus (F: A) ~  (F:A)  = (F:A) 

 

(ii)Let (F:A)~  (F:A) = (F:A) where  C= AA 

and    C,  

H() = F()  F() =  F() 

Thus (F: A) ~  (F:A)  = (F:A) 

 

Theorem :3.15(absorption property) 

Let (F:A) and (G:B) be any two intuitionistic  fuzzy soft sets 

over (U:E), then Prove That 

(i) (F:A) ~   ((F:A) ~  (G:B) )  = (F:A) 
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(ii) (F:A) ~  ((F:A) ~  (G:B) )  = (F:A)   

 

Proof: It is straight forward. 

 

4. Similarity Measure of Intuitionistic Fuzzy 

Soft Set [IFSS]: 
 

In this section, we give the definition of similarity measure 

for IFSS based on set theoretic approach with examples. 

Some properties are studied. 

 

Definitions: 4.1 

Let U={xi; i=1,2,….,m} be the universal set of elements  and  

E={ej; j=1,2,…,n} be the set of parameters. Let (F,E) and 

(G,E) be two IFSS over U. Then (F,E)={F(ej)  IFSSU ,ej 

E} and (G,E)={G(ej) IFSSU ,ej  E}  where F(ej) is called 

the ej
th approzimation of (F,E) and G(ej) is called the ej

th 

approzimation of (G,E) and IFSSU is the set of all IFSS on U. 

Let M ((F,E), (G,E)) indicates the similarity measure 

between the IFSS (F,E) and (G,E). To find the similarity 

measure (F,E) and (G,E). We first have to find similarity 

between their ej
th approzimations. 

 

 

Let Mj((F,E), (G,E)) denotes the similarity measure between 

the two ej
th approzimations of F(ej) and G(ej). The Mj ((F, E), 

(G, E)) is defined as follows                        

 
 

Theorem: 4.2 

If M ((F, E), (G, E)) be the similarity measure between two 

IFSS (F,E) and (G,E) then 

(i) M ((F,E), (G,E))= M ((G,E), (F,E)) 

(ii) 0  M ((F,E), (G,E))  

(iii) M ((F,E), (G,E))=1 iff    (F,E)=(G,E) 

 

Proof: Obvious from the Definition  

 

Example: 4.3 

Let U={x1, x2, x3, x4} be the universal set and E be the set 

parameters given by E={e1,e2}. Let us consider two IFSS (F, 

E) and (G,E) is given by 

(F, E) e1 e2 

x1 (0.7,0.2) (0.6,0.4) 

x2 (0.9,0.0) (0.9,0.2) 

x3 (0.8,0.1) (0.6,0.3) 

x4 (0.6,0.4) (0.8,0.1) 

and 
  (G, E) e1 e2 

x1 (0.6,0.2) (0.5,0.2) 

x2 (0.6,0.2) (0.7,0.1) 

x3 (0.5,0.4) (0.2,0.4) 

x4 (0.3,0.4) (0.8,0.2) 

Now by equation (4.1) we have 

 
M1 ((F, E), (G, E)) = 0.43 < 1/2  

M2 ((F, E), (G, E)) = 0.8  > 1/2 

M(F,G)=Max{M1,M2}=Max {0.43, 0.8} = 0.8 

M (F, G) = 0.8 

 

Application in Decision making problem 

 

In this section, we developed an algorithm based on 

similarity measure of two IFSS to Estimate the Best 

Apartment in town. 

The Algorithm of this Method is as follows: 

Step: 1 

Construct an IFSS (F, E) over the Universe U. 

Step:2  
Construct IFSS (G, E) over the universe U for the first 

Apartments. 

Step:3  
Construct IFSS (H, E) over the universe U for the second 

Apartments. 

Step: 4  
Calculate similarity measure between (F,E) and (G,E)  ; 

(F,E) and (H,E) 

Step: 5 

If M (F, G)>1/2 then the person is possibly selected for Best 

apartment in town and if M (F,G) <1/2, then the person is not 

selected for Best  apartment in town . 

 

Here we are giving an example of a decision making method. 

The similarity measure of two IFSSs based on set theoretic 

approach can be applied to select whether a Best apartment 

in town or not.    

 

Consider a apartment selection problem. Suppose there are 2 

Apartments {a1, a2} which form the set of alternatives. 

Suppose there exists three criterion e1(greenery), e2(cheap), 

e3(   beautiful ) and e4(good surroundings)  that are taken into 

account in this problem. Now decision maker want to choose 

a apartments depending upon the criteria e1, e2 , e3 or e4. Let 

the observations made are expressed as follows: 

 

Step 1: Construct a IFSS (F,E) over U , which can be 

prepared with the help of apartment association. 
(F, E) e1 e2 e3 e4 

a1 (0.3,0.6) (0.7,0.2) (0.6,0.3) (0.5,0.3) 

a2 (0.6,0.1) (0.6,0.2) (0.7,0.0) (0.1,0.4) 

   

Step 2: Construct a IFSS (G,E)  First   apartments  under 

consideration. 

 
(G,E) e1 e2 e3 e4 

a1 (0.2,0.1) (0.2,0.1) (0.3,0.1) (0.2,0.1) 

a2 (0.2,0.1) (0.3,0.1) (0.2,0.0) (0.3,0.3) 
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Step: 3 Construct IFSS (H, E) over the universe U for the 

second Apartments. 
(H,E) e1 e2 e3 e4 

a1 (0.6,0.2) (0.4,0.2) (0.4,0.2) (0.4,0.4) 

a2 (0.4,0.2) (0.5,0.4) (0.6,0.1) (0.7,0.1) 

 

Step: 4 Calculate similarity measure between (F,E) and 

(G,E)  ; (F,E) and (H,E) 

 

M1((F,E),(G,E)) =0.25 ;M1(F,E),(H, E)) = 0.56    

M2((F,E),(G,E)) =0.33; M2((F,E),(H,E)) = 0.34 

M3((F,E),(G,E)) =0.40 ;M3 ((F,E),(H,E))= 0.70 

M4((F,E),(G,E)) = 0.20;M4(F,E),(H, E)) = 0.35   

M (F,G) =Max{M1,M2,M3,M4}    

              =Max{0.25,0.33,0.4,0.2} = 0.4 < 1/ 2 

 

M (F,H) =Max {M1 ,M2, M3 , M4 }   

               =Max{0.56,0.34,0.7,0.35}=0.7 >1/2 

 

M (F, G) = 0.40 < 1/2 ;M (F, H) = 0.70 > 1/2 

Therefore we conclude that the second apartment is the 

best apartment in the town. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

In this paper we studied the algebraic properties of 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets   .We have made an investigation 

on existing basic notions and results on intuitionistic fuzzy 

soft sets. Next we define similarity measure between two 

IFSS based on set theoretical approach then we construct a 

Similarity measure between two IFSS based on set 

theoretical approach. Finally we give an example to show the 

possibilities of applications of similarity measure between 

two IFS sets in a decision making problem. Thus we can use 

the method to solve the problems that contain uncertainty 

such as problem in social, economic system, pattern 

recognition, medical diagnosis,   and so on. 
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